
00:29:53 Betsy Newman (WRDC): Thanks for joining us today. Jerri 
welcomes an interactive discussion, so if you have a question please 
feel free to raise your hand, place your question in ‘Chat,’ or wave 
at us and either Hans or I we will call on you.
00:30:08 Megan Kruger: Reacted to "Thanks for joining u..." with 

👍

00:41:26 Sabrina Drill: Jerri do you use the term - Social-
Ecological-Technological Systems or SETS and are you involved with 
research in this area? A la https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.oneear.2022.04.007
00:46:08 Art Nash: Would the changes in places not be artifacts? 
What of new storm magnitudes, wildfires altering habitats, atmospheric 
rivers, etc…
00:47:11 D'   Williams - (she/her) JHU/CLF: The animals would 
most likely be artifacts too, especially for human managed systems.
00:47:31 Art Nash: (Geolocating would be by citizen scientists 
armed with cellphone photos/gps points as well as agencies and 
universities?
00:48:44 Sabrina Drill: Hi Betsy, that can wait until the end.
00:53:36 Caiti Steele: This is a great presentation, I am sorry to 
have to leave for another meeting. Will definitely watch the remainder 
on the recording. Thank you!
00:54:08 Sabrina Drill: What are the populations? Defined by role or 
geography?
00:59:17 Alex Kosmider: Do you have your survey available anywhere? A 
group I'm involved in is planning a similar survey for our extension.
01:07:24 D'   Williams - (she/her) JHU/CLF: How many more 
participants are you interested in enrolling?
01:07:27 Betsy Newman (WRDC): husch@udel.edu
01:12:57 D'   Williams - (she/her) JHU/CLF: Have you developed 
narratives for educating "appropriate contextual understanding" and 
messages?
01:13:07 Sabrina Drill: If others are interested in the SETS approach 
here is the group I am working with - https://natura-net.org/about
01:13:53 Patricia Townsend: Great presentation! I will be 
sharing with colleagues.
01:14:13 Alex Kosmider: Thank you!
01:14:27 Sabrina Drill: That's really neat about "appropriate" - I 
think this is part of the shift away from the language of 
optimization.
01:14:59 Haines, Anna: did you need to take this work through 
extension's irb?
01:15:44 Betsy Newman (WRDC): Jerri’s email address is 
husch@udel.edu.
01:16:04 S Hodgson: Sabrina, yes, I’m thinking “best” practice is 
techno centric and “appropriate” is more human centered.
01:16:43 Betsy Newman (WRDC): Anna, I will ask your question next.
01:19:41 Art Nash: True on surveying redundancy (and trying to 
measure the right things….)
01:20:02 Art Nash: (Thanks Jerri!)
01:20:37 Sabrina Drill: I used to live in Malawi!



01:20:44 Art Nash: Good JOE material!
01:21:36 Jennison Kipp (NECI & UF): Reacted to "Good JOE 
material!" with 

👍

01:21:36 S Hodgson: Thank you Jerri Thank you NECI for 
organizing!  Great presentation & questions.
01:22:04 D'   Williams - (she/her) JHU/CLF: Fantastic 
presentation and discussion, thank you!
01:22:27 Jennison Kipp (NECI & UF): I learned to scuba dive in 
Malawi 

🙂

!
01:22:38 Betsy Newman (WRDC): Thank you, Jerri!
01:22:44 D'   Williams - (she/her) JHU/CLF: Congratulations!
01:23:13 Jennison Kipp (NECI & UF): Welcome, Bayli and very 
fascinating and useful presentation, Jerri - thank you!
01:23:27 Alex Kosmider: Thank you!


